2015 State 4-H Livestock Judging Contest
Species Questions

**Performance Charolais Bull Questions**

1) How many bulls are scurred?
2) Which bull has the highest weight per day of age?
3) Which bull stands the straightest on his rear leg?
4) Which bull is the narrowest made and flattest quartered?
5) Between 1 and 2, which bull is moderately framed?
6) Which bull is the loosest about his sheath?
7) Which bull is the stoutest, most rugged in his design?
8) Which bull is below breed average for Marbling?
9) Between 1 and 2, which bull is sounder structured and freer moving?
10) Which bull is the most restricted in his movement?

**Doe Kid Questions**

1) Which doe was the poorest moving off of her rear two and frailest boned?
2) Which was the longest sided doe of the class?
3) Which was the painted doe?
4) Which doe has a spot on her hock?
5) Which was the moderate framed, stout made doe of the class?
6) Between 3 and 4, who is better in her shoulder angle, and more elevated in her chest floor?
7) Which doe is steeper hipped?
8) Between 4 and 1, who is heavier muscled and has a wider skeleton?
9) Who is the tipped ear doe?
10) Between 4 and 1 who is straighter kneed and stouter boned?